
. IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT . 
. · FOR THE.DISTRICT OF DELAWARE 

INTELLECTUAL VENTURES I LLC,' 

Plaintiff, 

v. C.A. No. 12-193-LPS 

AT&T MOBILITY LLC; 
AT&T MOBILITY II LLC; , : 
NEW CINGULAR WIRELESS SERVICES; INC.; : 
SBC INTERNET SERVICES, INC.; · · 
WAYPORT, INC.; and 
CRICKET WIRELESS LLC REDACTED PUBLIC VERSION 

'"") . 
Defendants. 

INTELLECTUAL VENTURES I LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

v. C.A. N_o_. 1:3-1632-LPS 

T-MOBILE USA, INC. and T-MOBILE US, INC. 

Defendants. 

INTELLECTUAL VENTURES II LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

v . ·c.A. No. 13-1633-LPS 

. . T-M~BILE USA, INC. and T-MOBILE US, INC., _: 

Def~ndants. 



INTELLECTUAL VENTURES II ~LC, 

. Plaintiff, 

v. 

NEXTEL OPERATIONS, INC. and 
SPRINT SPECTRUM L.P., 
BOOST MOB_ILE, LLC, and 
VIR9IN MOBILE USA, L.P., 

Defendants. 

INTELLECTUAL VENTURES I LLC, 

Plaintiff,·· 

v. 

.. 

UNITED STATES CELLULAR CORPORATION, : 

Defendant. i. 

I• 

INTELLECTUAL VENTURES II LLC, 

· Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED_ STATES CELLULAR CORPORATION, : 

Defendant. 

C.A. No. 13-1635-LPS 

C.A. No. 13-1636-LPS 

C.A. No. 13-1637~LPS 



INTELLECTUAL VENTURES I LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

. ··v. 

AT&T MOBILITY LLC; 
AT&T MOBILITY II LLC; and 
NEW CINGULAR WIRELESS SERVICES, INC. 

· Defendants. 

INTELLECTUAL VENTURES I LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

T-MOBILE"USA, INC. and T-MOBILE US, INe . 

. Defendants. 

C.A. No. 15-799-LPS 

C.A. No. 15-800-LPS 

MEMORANDUM ORDER 

Pending before the Court are: (i) Def~ndants' Motion to Strike Portions of the Reply 

Expert Report of Dr. Branimir Vojcic (C.A. No. 12-193-LPS D.I. 843)1 ("Vojcic Motion"); 

(ii) Defendants AT~T Mobili~ LLC's ("AT&T")~ T-Mobile USA, Inc.'s, and T-Mobile US, 

Inc.'s (collectively, "T-Mobile") Motion to Strike Portions of the Surrebuttal Expert Report of . . 

Walter Bratjc (D.I. 849) ("Bratic Motion"); (iii) Plaintiff Intellectual Ventures II LLCs ('~IV") 

Motion to Strike Portions of the Expert Reply Report of Dr. Shamos (C.A. No. 13-1633-LPS D.I. 

512) ("Shamos Motion"); and (iv) Defendant United States Cellular Corporation'_s ("U.S. 

· 
1U1:Jless otherwise noted, all citations.to the docket are to C.A. No. 12-1°93-LPS. 
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Cellu~ar") Motion to Strike t~e ~ev~sed and Supp~emental Exhibits to Appendix A of.the Exp~rt 

Report~ of Walter Bratic (C.A. No. 13-1636-LPS D.I. 500) ('.'U.S. Cellular's Bratic Motion"). 

. . ' ·. \ 

Also pending· is the parti~s' ~ispute regarding the scope· of a motion for reconsideration IV seeks 

·to. file. (See C.A .. No. 12-193-LPS D.I. 907, 914) 

Legal Standards 

Federal Rt;1le of Ciyil·Pr~cedure 26(a)(2)(B)(i) requires th~t an expert's report contain "a 

complete statement of all opinions the witness will express and tl:ie basis and reasons for them." 

Rule.26(a)(2)(D)(ii) further provides "that after an imti8:1_ expert report is filed, additional expert 

reports 'intended solely to contradict or rebut evidenc~ .on the same subject matter' may be filed 

thereafter." Withrow v. Spears, 967 F. Supp. 2d 982, 1000 (D. bel. 2013) (quoting Fed. R. Civ .. 

P. 26(a)(2)(D)(ii)). ~.'[E]xpert :I'eports that simply address the same general subject matter as a 

previously-submitted report, but do ·not directly contradict or rebut the actual contents of that ·. 

·prior report, do not qualify as proper .... reply reports" under Rule 26(a). Id. at 1002 .. Pur~uant 

· to Rule 37(c)(l), the Court has the power to exclude eviQ.en.ce as a sanction for a party's failure to 
. . 

comply with its obligations under the Federal Rules. In pertinenfpart, Rule37(c)(l) provides 

that "[i]f a party fails to provide information ... as required by Rule 26(a) .... ,. the party is not 

allowed to use that iri~ormation .... to supply evidence on a motiOn, at a hearing, or at a trial, 

unless the [party's violation] was substantially justified or is harmless." 

In determining whether a violation of Rule 26(a) was substantially justified or harmless, 
. ' 

courts coriside~ the following factors: (1) the importance of the information withheld; (2) the · 

prejudice or surprise to the.party against whom the evidence is offer~d; (3) the likelihood of 

disruption of the tri~l; { 4) the possibility of curing the prejudice; (5) the explanation for the 
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. failure to disclose; and (6) the presence ofb~d faith or willfulness in not disclosing the evidence 
. . 

. . 

(the "P~nnypackfactors"). See.Konstantopoulos v. Westvaco c;,orp., 112 F.3d 710, 719 (3d 

Cir.1997) (citillg Meyers v. Pennypack Woods Home. Ownership Ass 'n, 559 F.2d 894,.904-0~ (3d 
. . 

Cir.1977)). It bears emphasis that exclusion of"critical evidence" is an "extreme sanction, not 

normally. to be imposed absent a showing of willful deception or flagrant disregard of a court 

'order by the proponent of the evidence.'' In re Paoli R.R. Yar~ PCBLitig., 35 F.3d 717,.791-92 

(3d Cir.1994). (internal quotation marks omitted). The detennination·ofwhether.to exclude 

evidence is committed to the discretion of the Court. See i,d. at 749. 

Vojcic Motion 

In his opening expert report, Dr. Vojcic presented a "network simulation ~odel" and the 

source code for his model. (See D.I. 844 Ex. B) In a rebuttal report, Defendants' ·expert, Dr .. 

Valenti, opined that Dr. Vojcic's source code "contained a critical error." '(Id. at 1-2) The 

op~rative scheduling.order permits reply expert reports. (See, e.g.; D.I. 537 if 4(b)(i))· Acting 

pursuant to this provh~ion, Dr. Vojcic prepared a reply report ("Vojci~ Reply'~)~ which conceded· 

the error identified by Dr. Valenti, corrected this e1mr, ap.d offered a r~vised simulation mpqel. 

(See D.I. 844 at Ex. C) I?efendants seekto strike portions of the Vojcic Reply2 based on.their 

view that it "introduces new opinions" regarding the "technological benefits provided.by the 

'0032 patent" (Jd.":t 1; D.I .. 851at2) Specifically, Defendants argue that the Vojcic Reply 

· includes "supplemental analyses not disclosed in ... [Dr. Vojcic's] [o]pening [r]eport/' and, 

thus, exceeds the scope of a proper reply report under Rule 26(a).· (D.I. 844 at 2) IV counters 

that Vojcic Reply "contains no new, previously undisclos.ed opinions" but, instead, "responds to 

2Defendants propose alternative relief as well, which the Court add~esses below. · 
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· specific issue~ that Defendants' experts ~: ... raised for th~ !irst ~ime in their own opposition 

reports."3 (D.I .. 851 at~) In IV;s view, the Vojcic Reply does not in any respect yiolate ~ul~ · 

26(a) or any Court.order. (See id. at 2-3.) 

· The po~ions of the Vojcic Reply tha~ J?efen4ants chall~nge ~o not solely contradict or 

rebut evidence raised in Defendants' rebuttal reports. (D.I. 857 at 1 ("[T]he vast majority ... of 
. ' ' . . . . 

[Dr. Vojcic's] revisi~ns ... [are] enti~ely unresponsive to Defendants' expert report~.'~); ~ee also 

D.I. 853-1 Ex. 1 at 2-3) Therefore;, the Court agrees with Defendants that the Vojcic Reply to . 

some extent exceeds "the· proper· scope of a reply" and that portions ·of it are subject to being 

excluded under Rule 37(c)(l). (D.I. 844.at.2) 

Turning ~o the Pennypack factors·IV~s damages expert "relie[s] entirely on [Dr. Vojcic's 

conclusions] tO". calculate ... damages,~' ~s Defendants themselves acknowledge (id. at 1 )~ 

. making Dr. Vojcic's expert opinion unde~a~ly important (paiticµlarly given the enormous 

amount of damages.IV se~ks), .. which weighs against.striking.it. The prejudice to Defendants can 

· be cured by serv.ing suf-reply rep~rts .. (See id. at 3; D.I. 851 at 4) While a·.trial date had not yet 

been set at the time the parties briefed the motion, it has since been set, for January 2018. (See 

D.I. 904) (setting trial date of J~uary 9, 2018)) 'There is sufficient time in the approximately 11 

months before trial to ameliorate the prejudice to Defendants. The record demonstrates no 

. 
3IV correctly poillts out that the '.0032 patent claims have been dismissed for lack of 

standing in two .of the four actions·noted in the caption: C.A. No. 12-193 and C.A. No. 13-1632 
(the "Original Actions"). (See D.I. 851 at 1; D.I. 839 at 14) The '0032 patent, however, is still 
among the patents-in-suit in C.A .. No. 15-799 and C.A. No. 15-800 (the "2015 Actions"). (See 
D.I. 839 at 14) Therefore, the Court's·ruling on the.Vojcic Motion is directed to the 2015 
Actions. AddJtionally, the Court agrees with Defendants' suggestion that th~ pertinent analy~is is 
whether.at the Vojcic Reply violated the scheduli.ng order in place atthe time the Report was 
served. (See D.I. 857 at 1) · 
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evid~_nce ofN "repeated[ly] disr~gard[ing] ... court orders" or otherwise acting in "egregious ... 

. bad faith" in connectiou with-the Vojcic Reply. · WithrQw, 967 F. Supp. 2d ·at 1006 (internal · 

. quot~tion marks omitted). Cutting against N, however, is IV'·s failur~ to provide· an expl~ation 

for "the vast majority" of ~hanges to Dr'. Vojcic's model. (D.I. 8~7 at 1; see ~lso D.l. 853-l Ex. 1 

at 2-3) 

Weighing the Pennypack factors, in combination with the fact that the Vojcic Reply is not 

· an entirely appropriate reply report, the Court concludes ~hat the appropriate exercise of its 

discretion, under all the circumstances, is to. deny the· motion to strike yet also to grant much of 

· Defendants' r~questecl alternative relief. 

Defendants request the following alternative relief from the Court: 

(1) grant leave to Defenda.llts to .serve sur-reply reports from Drs. 
Valenti, Acampora, Becker, and Ms. Davis; (2) extend the close of 
expert discovery as to Drs. Vojcic, Valenti, aIJ.d Acampora; 
(3) compel N to produce within 14 days a supplemental reply 
report from Dr. Vojcic limited to an explanation ~fthe bases for . 
his new opinions ... ; ( 4) preclude N from serving additional 
reports or modified mathematical models or computer simulations 

· from Dr. Vojcic; and (5) order IV to pay Defendants' expert costs . 
. . a~socia~ed with the[] preparation of sur-reply reports. 

(D.I. 844 at 1) 

N does not oppose the first three requests (see D.l. 851 at 5); those reque~ts are 

GRANTED. N opposes the proposed limitation on serving additional reports ot oth~r m~terials 

from Dr: Vojcic. While it is unlikely N will be able to persuade the Court that N should be. 

granted leave to serve still more such reports or materials (which, unlike the Reply Report; are 

not contemplated by the scheduling order), it is not impossible, and the Court sees no reason to 
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preclude IV in advance of IV even seeing Defendants~ sur-reply reports.4 IV oppos.es.paying 

Defendants' expert costs, but the Court agrees with Defendants thatthe costs ofhavi~g to largely 

"redo" their.experts' analysis in light of the Vojcic Reply should not be borne entirely by 

Defendants. (D.I. 857 at 2 ("Defendants should not bear the duplicative cost to rebut Dr. 

Vojcic's mulligan.")) Dr. Vojcic's error has had a prejudicial impact on Defendants, including 

by delaying their ability to complete expert discovery, ~d it will cost Defen~ants additional time 

and money. to respond fully $1.d fairly to the Vojcic Reply. Accordingly, the Court will require 

IV to pay two-thirds (2/3) of the reasonable expert costs incurred in connection with the 

preparation of sur-reply reports. 

Thus, as explained above, Defendants' Vojcic Motion (D.I. 843) is GRANTED IN PART 

and DENIED IN PART. 

Bratic Motion 

IV's damages expert, Walter Bratic,·opined in his opening report that the technology of 

.the ·'0032 patent increased the amount of data traffic that ca~ be transmitted on Defendants' 

networks by approximately., and that this "efficiency gairi" saved Defendants from having to 

make infrastructure expenditures that would have costapproximately- more than they 

actu~lly spent. (See D.I. 850 at 1) In this way, Mr. BratiC identified a purported causal 

relations~ip between efficiency gains enabled by the '0032.patent al"l:d Defendants' profits. (See 

· D.I. 863 at 2) After Defendants' experts pointed to what they contended was an absence of 

4To be.clear, unfoss IV obtains agreement of Defendants or leave of the Court, IV may not 
serve an additional report from Dr. Vojcic. But the Court's decision today is without prejudice to 
IV' s opportunity to seek such agreement or l€ave, should it believe it can demonstrat~ a 
persuasive reason for another report after reviewing Defendants' sur-rebuttals. 
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evidence supporting Bratic's assumption ''that a. increase i:n download speed would equate 

to.a. increase in pro.fits". (D.I. 869 at 1), Mr. Bratic s~rved a reply report ("Bratic Reply") that 

offered.a ~·'confirmatory analysis," i.e.:, that publications in 2011 and 2012 indicate that .data flow. 

is so important to approximat~ly 2.3% of users of Defendants' products that Defendants, without 

use of the t.echnology of the '0032 patent, would lose approximately 2.3% of their customers. · 

(See id.) . 

Defendants seek to strike the portion of the Bratic Reply containing ·the purported . 

"confirmatory analysis" based on their view that it "offers a new theory" and improperly relies on . ' . . . 

"evidence that was not prc;duced·or relied upon in Mr. Bratic's opening report~" (0.1. 850" at 1) 

· IV counters that Mr. Bratie's confirmat9ry opinion is consistent with Rule 26(a) because ·it 

''proper[ly] rebut[s] ... arguments first raised in opposing [expert] reports." (D.I. 863. at 1) 

The line between improper "new" opinions and acceptable "rebuttal" (or reply) opinions 

is not always entirely clear. Here, the Bratic Reply is· most app~opriately characterized as "new". 

I,; 

rather.than as "rebuttal." The evidence on Which the Bratic Reply is based- a 2011 article and a 

2012 conference paper-was available to Mr. Bratic at the time he served his opening report.5 

There is nothing at all surprising in.Defendants challenging Bratic's opening opinion as failing to 

substantiate a link between increased data capacity and increased revenues. And ~e 

''confirmatory.analysis" does nothing to fill in that "missing link." Instead ofresponding to the 

failure to connect data efficiency gains with profits earned, the "confirmatory analysis'' gives an . . 

5While "courts need not' automatically exclude an)rthing an expert could have included in 
his or her. odginal report," Helios Software LLCv. SpectorSoft Corp., 2014 WL 4796111, at *.3 
(D.' Del. Sept. 18, 2014) (internal quotation marks omitted), it is obviously also true that courts 
need not automatically allow every analysis that only fi~st appears in a reply report ( ev~n a reply 
that is expressly permitted in a scheduling order). · 
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· entirely new, different theory of value that, at best, "confirms" tha~ Mr. Bratic's original 

. (arguably unsubstantiat~d) analysis is in "the right ballpark." The "confirmatory an~lysis" is 

based.on subscribers Defendants would have lost, not efficieil.ci~s they·purporte~ly gained. As 

Defendants put it, "Whiie Mr. Bratic'~ first theory, and [Defendants' e:xperts'] criticisms of that 

theory, pertained to data serv:ice_s profits; Mr. Bratic's new the<?ry pertains to profits fron;i voice; 

messaging, and data." (DJ. 850 ~t 2; see also. D.l. 869 at 1 ('~[I]t does not confi1"m anyt~g, as it. 

does not address the lack_ of a causal link between download speeds and profits.") (emphasis iii· 

original)) Had Mr. Bratic wanted .to offer a lost subscribers theory to support his opinion· of · 

value, there was nothing to prevent him from do~g so in his opening report. 

The Pennypack fa~tors, on balance, favor exclusion. There is prejudice· to Defendants, in 

not having ha9. an opportunity to retain a survey expert ·and in having to respond t~ a new theory 

(based on which IV·seeks enormous damages), al~ough there is also time to cure that pl,"ej_udice 

without disrupting trial. While there is no ~vidence of° bad· faith or willful misconduct, the Bratic 

Reply violates the scheduling .order because large portions of it are not a proper reply. IV's 

explanation for withholding the "confirrµatory analysis" until a reply report is .unconvincin~~ . 

strongly suggesting that ·Mr. Bratic' s omission of it from his opinfoQ. from his opening rep(Jrt was 

intentional and reflected his view as to its relative unimportance. 6 

6IV alSo contends that the motion should _be denied on procedural grounds, as it was filed 
only in·c.A. No. 12-193 and C.A. No. 13_-1632, which were dismissed for lack of standing. (See 
D.I. 839 at 14; see also D.I. 863 at 1) But the Court's conclusions establish that the Bratic Reply 
_violated the.then-operative.scheduling_ order in the cases in which N served that report~ It woul_d 
be wrong to absolve IV of this failing simply because IV also lacked standing even to maintain 
the original actions. Under the circumstances, the consequences ofIV's violation·ofthe 
scheduling order· in the origi~al actions· appropriately extends to striking the Bratic Reply from 
the new actions (15-799 ~nd 15-800), in whic~ IV again asserts th~ '0032 patent. 
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Accordingly, AT&T's and T-M~bile's Motion.to Strike.Portions· of the. Surrebuttal Ex_pert 

Report of Walter Bratic (D.I. 849) is GRANTED. · 

Shamas Motion 

IV argues that the Court.should strike portions of Dr. Shamos's expert reply report 

concerning the invalidity of the '737 patent because Dr. Shamos's reply report improperly 

"bring[s] [U.S. Pa~ent No. 07/972,529 ('_'Nazif '529")] into the case as prior art." (C.A. No. 

13-1633-LPS DJ. 513 at 2)7 Specifically, IV contends that, while Nazif '529 is incorporated by 

·reference in U.S. Patent No. 5,751,961 ("Smyk"), a;n invalidity referenc.e,.Defendants failed to 

mention Nazif '529 in their opening validitjr report or in their prelimina.rY or fmal invalidity · 

contentions. (See id.) IV further contends that Defendants faiied to produce Nazif '529 during 

discovery. (See id.) J?efendants respond that "Dr. Shamas discusses Nazif '529 only in response 

to the opinions ofry's expert, Dr. Williams, in his [r]ebuttal [r]eport regarding the teachiJ).gS of 

· Smyk, the '737 patent, and one of the secondary references by one of the ~ame ~vyntors of the 

'737 patent." (13-1633-LPS DJ. 519 at 2) Defendants further note that~ ."[c]ontrary to IV's 

suggestfon, Dr. Shamos does not opine that Nazif '529 discloses any claim limitations, and he 

. does ri.ot use Nazif '529 as a primary prior art reference or c?.~bination." (Id.)· ~~tead, in 

Defe~dants' vie~, Dr. Shanios relies on Nazif '529 to respond to Dr. Williams and "[n]one of 

_Dr. Shamos's opimons ... are ... supported entirely by Nazif '529." (Id_. at 2-3) 

. . 

The Court agrees. with Defendants. Here, Dr. S~amos's reply report relies .. on Nazif '529 

7 After the Shamos Motio~ was filed, the Court granted Defendants~ motion to dismiss the 
'737 patent base4 on Section 101. (D.I. 902; D.I. ~03) Thus, the Shamos Motion is moot. (See 
D.I. 519 at 1 n.2). However, as IV has moved for reconsideration of the Court's dismissal (p.I. 
906), it is appropriate to resolve the Shamos Motion, to avoid any further delay if IV prevails on 
the reconsideration motion. · · 
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.. 
··::.":. 

·to rebut th~ assertions put forth in Dr. Williams's expert report. (See, e.g., C.A. No. 

. . . 

13-1633-LPS D.I. 513 Ex. 1 ~~ ~~8, 167," 182, 230) Moreover, in relying on Nazif '529 in his 

reply report, Dr. ·shamos does not contend that Nazif '529 is a prior art reference. (See, e.g., id. 
. . 

~~ 108·, 112, 167) Instead, as· Defendants argue, Dr. Shamos relies on Nazif '529 for ~dditional 
. . 

support for his conclusions but ~ot to satisfy any claim limitations. (See id. ~~ 16~-67) 

Therefore, Dr. Shamos's reply report is _proper and timely under the scheduling order. 

Accordingly, IV's Shamos Motion (C.A. No: 13-1633-LPS D.I. 512) is DENIED. 
. . . . 

U.S. Cellular's Bratic Motion 

Defendant U.S. Cellular argues.that the Court should strike the Revised and 

Supplemental Exhibits to the Expert Reports of Mr~ Walter Bratic ("Supplemental Exhibits") 

because "IV.serV-ed the Supplemental Exhibits ... almost ten months.after the deadline for IV's 
. . . 

. damages-related expert reports." (C.A: No. 13-1636-LPS D.L 501° at 1 (emphasis omitted)) The· 

Supplemental EXhibits support a damages figure that is more than_ double the damages figure 

U.S. Cellular was on notice it was defending until that point. (See id.) U.S. Cellular contends 

. that "IV' s lat~ service of the Supplem,ental E~bits violated the expert disclosure deadlines in 

. the Court's Second Scheduling Order.~' (Id.) U.S. Cellular also points _out that its own dam~ges 

expert, Mr. Haas, "identified errors in Mr. Bratic~s opening report" and described such errors in 

his responsive report. (Id.) In U.S. Cell~lar's.view, "[o]nce notified of error~ in Mr. Bratic's 

analysis, IV and Mr. Bratic should have reviewed this analysis and corrected these and any 

related errors, at the latest, in Mr. Bratic's Surrebuttal Report." (Id. at 2) IV responds that Mr. 

Bratic '"prepared revised exhibits once he discovered inaccuracies in his report" and· that "IV 

timely se~ed those revised disclosures" pursuant to Federal R~le of Civil Procedure 26( e ). 
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(C.A. No. 13-1636-LPS D.I. 506 at 1) IV also notes that it "mitigate[d] potential prejudice'~ by 

. . . 

providing "a clear description of Mr. Bratic's corrections" and "also offered to.allow U.S. 

Cellular to serve a supplemental damage~ report and take a sh~rt supplemental deposition of Mr. 

Bratic to. address these corrections." (Id. at 1-2) 

The Court agrees with U.S. Cellular that IV's service of the_ Suppleme:t;ltal Exhibits was 

. . . 
untimely under the·scheduling order~ (See C.A. No. 13-1636-LPS D.I. 501 at·l) Although 

. . . 

parties are always under an obligation to supplement expert· reports when it becomes necessary to. 

do so, parties may not use their obligation to supplement a~ an excuse to violate'_the clear terms 

. of a scheduling order, unilaterally buying themselves additional time to make ~isclosures, 

thereby ~duly prejudicing other parties. Here, IV was made·a~are of errors in Mr. Bratic.'s 

analysis on May 26, 2016, ~hen Mr. J:Iaas identified such e!fors in his Rebuttal Expert Report. 

(See id.) Mr. Bratic, however, did not make any corrections· in his Surrebutal E~pert Report, 

which was served on July 29, 2016. (See id.) Instead, IV ser\red the Supplemental Exhibits on 

November 16, 2016, nearly -si~ months· after Mr. Haas iden~ified the errors in Mr .. Bratic's 

analysis ~d only two days before rvir. Bratic's schedule.d deposition. (flee id. at 1-2) Moreover, 

IV's service of the Suvplemental Exhibit~ came almost four months past the deadline for reply. 

expert reports. (See i~. at 1) Thus, _IV's service of the S_upplemental Exhi~it.s was inconsistent 

·~ith the Scheduling Order and may be exclud.ed under the Pennypack factor~. 

Turning to the Pennypack factors, the Court concludes that the factors, on balance, weigh 

i~ favor of ex~lusion. The information withheld by IV is undeniably important, as it supports 

IV's claim for additional damages of mo~e than-~ but i~s very late disclos~e . 

·undoubtedly surprised U.S. Cellular and has prejudiced U.S. Cellular, for reasons including.its 
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. -

·credible claim that ~'U.S. Cellular and its experts may have made different strategic decisions,· 

. . 

had they known that N was going to -seek at the eleventh ho~." (I~. at 3) Whi~e 

IV has offered to "mitigate potential prejudice" by "allow[ing] U.S. Cellular to senie a 
I 

supplemental damages report an~ take a short supplemental deposition of Mr. ~ratic to address 

these corrections'~ (C.A. No. 13-1636-LPS D.I. 506 at 2), and these steps would go a long way· 

. . 

. toward curing the prejudice "'"-Without disrupting the trial date of January 2018 -the Court agrees 

that it is·proper for IV, not U.S. Cellular, to bea~. the consequences of N's recklessness (in 

serving an expert report with errors that evaded Mr. Bratfo's quality control process, and then 

again serving_ a !eport With errors even after Defendants' expert had poirtted them out). While 

"U.S. c;elhtlar does not ass_ert that-IV acted in b~d faith," IV's explanation for its untimely 

disclosilre is unconvincing, especially in light of the errors Mr .. Haas identified in his Rebutt8.1. 

Expert Report. (See 13-1636-LPS D.I. 501 at 1, 3)8 
· 

Accordingly, U.S. Cellular's Bratic Motion (13-1636-LPS D.I. 500) is GRANTEP. 

Reconsideration Dispute 

On December 30, 2016, the Court-issued a Memorandum Opinion concluding that three 

ofIV's asserted patents-in-suit - the '737, 'iOO, and '957 -'--Were invalid pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 

- . 
§ _101 due to nonpatentable subject matter. (See· D.l. 902) On.January 18, 2017, after an 

extension (D.I. 905), ·JY moved for reconsidera~ion of the Court~s decision :with respect to the 

'737 patent (D.I. 906). That same day, the Federal Circuit issued a nonprecedential opinion in · 

8The Court does share IV.' s co~cem as to how Mr. Bratic will testify during trial. (Se~ 
C.A. No. 13-1636-LPS D.I. 506 at 5) ("Mr.· Bratic would be faced with having to explain·to the· 
jury why it should award _-in damages without misrepresenting the inpU:tS underlying 
his model.") This is a matter that will have to be addressed by ~he parties and the Court before 
maI. · 
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Trading Technologies lnt'l, Inc. v. CQG, 2017 WL 192716 (Fed. Cir. Jan. 18, 201'7) ("TTf'). 

Thereafter, on January 23, 2017, IV asked the Court by letter for leave to file an-additioncil 

motion for reconsideration with respect to the finding ofpatenfineligibility of the '200" and '957 

_patents, based on application of TT!. (See D.I. 907) Defendants oppose the request. .(See D.I. 

914) 

The Court agrees with Defendants that IV's request must be denied for failure to comply 

with the Court's Lqcal Rules. As Defendants write: 

. . . IV' s letter request should be denied· for failure to comply with · 
. the local·rules, including N's failure to seek·reliefby motion as 
. required by D. Del. LR 7.12, an4 for.its failure to confer_ with · 
Defendants before filing its request as required by D. Del. LR · 
7.1.1. It should also be denied as un~imelyunderD._Del. LR 7.1.5 
for failure to file a motion for ~econsideration within the already 
extended deadline. 

(D.I. 914 at 1) Additionally, it appears highly unlikely that anything in the nonprecedential TTI 

opinion would persuade the Court to alter its conclus~on as to the patent ineligibility of the · . 

asserted claims of the ~200 or '957 patents. See generally J!ecton Dickinson & Co. v. Tyco 

Healthcare Grp. LP, 2006 WL 890995, at *2· (D. Del. Mar. 31, 2006) (stating that Court will not 

grant reconsideration where it will not alter outcome). 

Redactions 

Because t~s Memorandum Order has been filed under. seal, t~e parties shall meet and 

. confer and, no later than February 2, 2017, submit a proposed redacte4 version ofit. Thereafter, 

. the Court will issue a publicly-available verison. 

January 31, 2017 
Wi~ington, Dei&ware 
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